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• M
 ore than a quarter of Energy Institute members read no
other industry magazine, meaning Energy World offers
the only print medium to reach these influential decisionmakers
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Additional topics – Please note that a range of
additional topics are covered each month, in
addition to those outlined in the features list.

To ensure time for consideration, proposals for
editorial need to be submitted at least two months
before the month of issue publication. While it is
our intention to adhere to this plan, we reserve the
right to change it in the light of new developments.

Advertising contacts:
Alexander Bassey and Simon Kirby			
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Energy World also produces a number of
supplements during the year. Please contact the
editorial team for more information regarding
content and production schedules.

Energy World magazine delivers information and analysis on the latest advances, trends and changes in policy and technology
throughout the international energy industry – on the supply and demand side, and inbetween.
• 11 issues per year
• Print circulation 5,400
• Reaches a total of 20,000 members online
• Directly emailed to 3,700 student members
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All aspects of the ‘fifth fuel’
Policy, technology and research
related to reducing energy
demand

